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Europe’s largest office city lies in Paris: La Défense in the west of the French
capital offers on the 160-hectare site three million square metres of office space.
Some 1,600 companies are based here, including 13 of the world’s 50 largest
groups of companies.
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Europe’s largest property market holds its own

F

rance is Paris, it is said, because for centuries, the splendour of
the capital and its environs with its now some 12 million-strong
population has outshone the country’s remaining major cities.
Other major French centres such as Lyon, Toulouse or Marseille may
have emerged a little from under the shadow of the omnipresent
capital in recent years but property investors continue to focus on
Paris and especially on the Île-de-France. With 50 million square
metres of office space, it is the biggest and by far the most dynamic
market in the country.
Foreign investors – led by German real estate professionals –
also like to buy in Paris. The property market is regarded as very
transparent and less susceptible to fluctuation. The city has its
diverse economic structure in particular to thank for this. Unlike
London, which as Europe’s key financial centre is dominated by
banks and related service companies, a balanced mix of industries
in Paris provides great stability. In addition to a large number of
service companies of all kinds, one quarter of France’s manufacturing companies, ranging from companies of the chemical industry to
the electrical and mechanical engineering and automotive sectors,
have chosen to be based in the Paris region.

Following turbulent months the French office investment market is undergoing a period of recovery.
Yet risks remain. Office rents in particular could still recede somewhat. By Christiane Harriehausen

The Paris office
district of La
Défense lies on
the west bank of
the River Seine. Its
office towers are
the workplace of
150,000 people.

Investment market rebounding

The consequences of the international financial and economic crisis
have also left their mark on France. As in other European countries,
the French property market has had to battle over the past two
years with price corrections and difficult financing conditions. “2009
was a real crisis year for the property investment market,” reports
Stephan von Barczy, Head of the French Investment Market with
property consultancy Jones Lang LaSalle (JLL) in Paris. Whereas at
the peak of the market in 2007 properties worth more than €20 billion exchanged hands in Paris alone, the figure for 2009 was only
about €5 billion. Throughout France the investment volume in commercial properties plummeted over the same period from €30 billion
to €8.5 billion (see chart on page 10). “Everyone who had to sell
did so during the first half of 2009. The other owners decided to
wait and see, meaning that few interesting properties came onto
the market, especially during the second half of 2009,” comments
von Barczy. This is also reflected in the moderate results of the first
quarter of 2010. “However, we expect that office properties worth
€6–8 billion will exchange hands in Paris in 2010 because more
real estate is gradually coming onto the market.” There were §
France has weathered the crisis reasonably well
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Key office property markets in France
Paris has ten times more office space than Lyon and 14 times more than Marseille and Toulouse. The proportionate vacancy rate is similar.
Total area
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properties valued at some €2–3 billion currently for sale on the Paris
market compared with the London figure of about €6 billion. “The
Paris property cycle lags behind London by six to eight months.”
This rising confidence is also reflected in Union Investment’s current investment climate index: almost half of the 185 investors
surveyed in Europe consider the underlying conditions for real estate

Conference centre, hotel and office block all in
one: the “Cité Mondiale” in Bordeaux.
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Source: BNP Paribas Real Estate, 31.3.2010

investment in France to be encouraging – whilst only one third of
those questioned in the UK were convinced of this.
“The crucial advantage of the Paris property market is simply its
sheer size,” says JLL expert von Barczy. For that reason, transaction
activity in France was largely focused on Paris (see chart on page
9). “Other factors include a very balanced tenant structure and high
stability. In addition, Paris is in the eurozone, which makes transactions for members of other eurozone countries easier.” Too many
properties coming onto the market need not be feared because the
crisis had resulted in many projects being postponed. This was especially noticeable at the office location of La Défense, now showing
its age. “Yet a few exciting projects remain.” This included for example the spectacular “Tour First” tower (the former Axa tower) with
80,000 square metres of office space, which is currently being given
a facelift. It is owned by the investment company Beacon Capital
Partners, headquartered in Boston, and the project is due to be
completed in 2011.
Also worthy of mention is the property at “3-5 Avenue Kléber”,
offering almost 20,000 square metres of office space and also
owned by Beacon Capital Partners. “The complex is located next
to the Arc de Triomphe in the heart of Paris’s commercial centre.
It will also be completed in 2011, and is already generating great
interest from potential tenants and buyers,” says von Barczy. The
biggest sales of the first six months of 2010 included the “Capital
8 – Messine” with some 18,000 square metres of office space,
which was sold for €245 million by Unibail-Rodamco to Allianz Real
Estate. Another outstanding transaction was the sale of the property

Photos: www.prismaonline.ch/Paul Thompson; BNP Paribas Real Estate

Toulouse
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Toulouse

700

5.1 mill. m2

at “103 Champs Élysées” for €400 million, which was sold by the Piani. He also appreciates the high level of professionalism and the
financial services giant HSBC to the Emir of Qatar. “As the list of transparency in the French capital: “The Paris market has opened
buyers shows, it is chiefly conservative-minded investors with a up to international investors increasingly since the late 1980s.”
long-term view who go to Paris,” notes von Barczy.
This provided good opportunities for active portfolio management
For German special funds, closed-ended and open-ended prop- with the relevant real estate purchases and sales. However, the
erty funds as well as insurance groups, the Île-de-France is one of Paris office letting market does pose risks. BNP Paribas RE expert
the key investment targets. According to BNP Paribas Real Estate Spehr predicts, for example, that the vacancies especially in individ(BNP Paribas RE), during the first quarter in Paris German investors ual submarkets in Paris will rise further, with rents remaining under
accounted for more than half of all transacpressure (see chart on page 7). Anyone holding
a high-quality property in a central location with
tions. During the whole of 2009, their share of Number two in Europe
a good infrastructure could do little wrong howtransactions came to 48 percent, making them Europe’s second-largest economy
one of the most active buyer groups. “Germans after Germany in figures
ever. “Paris is a market for large-scale lettings,
are viewed as desirable business partners in
but even here it is particularly difficult to find
Population in mill.
64.7
France because of their reliability,” says André
office spaces over 10,000 square metres in size
Population growth*
0.6
Spehr, Head of International Investments at BNP
that meet these criteria,” says Spehr, describing
in 2010 in percent
Paribas RE. “The French pay particular attenthe situation.
Gross domestic product
1,918.5
An improved mood in the property investtion to the track record, whether someone
(GDP) in 2009 in € billion
ment
market is also being observed by Diane
has already invested in France and where, and
Per capita GDP in 2009 in €
29,652
Becker, Head of Investment at Catella France. This
the team of advisers with which they operate
National debt* in 2010 as
61.4
was demonstrated not least by the fact that bidlocally.” The chief aim of many German capital
percentage of GDP
investors is the “all-inclusive carefree package”:
ding processes were now being used again for
Source: GTAI, May 2010
a prime property with a solvent tenant and long- * Forecast
especially sought-after real estate in Paris. “This
term lease. With an adequate yield this promises
procedure is primarily used for properties with a
great security.
purchase price from €50 or €60 million which are located in the city
Union Investment ranks among the most active German prop- centre and boast a reliable tenant with a long-term lease.”
And what is the situation in the French provinces? A glance
erty investors in Paris. The Hamburg-based real estate investment
company puts its faith in strategic partnerships with locally based at the regions shows that in smaller locations such as Lyon, Lille,
companies – and in high-quality buildings. “Apart from the eco- Toulouse, Marseille or Bordeaux there are few interesting investnomic aspects, environmental factors and the property’s integration ment opportunities for foreign investors.
in the social environment are important to us. In this way we define
the sustainable dimension of our investment in France,” notes Karl- Lyon is the most important regional market
Joseph Hermanns-Engel, Member of the Management Board of “Capital investors may be keen to buy outside Paris if the opportuUnion Investment Real Estate GmbH. Allianz Real Estate also feels nity arises. However, other cities often lack the required volume, with
comfortable with its many investments on the Seine: “Paris boasts foreign investors usually seeking to invest anything from €20 million
a very liquid property market,” comments General Manager Olivier upwards,” explains André Spehr. The market activities in these cities
were therefore largely dominated by French players.
In spite of their lower growth and volatility the consequences of
the
crisis
are also being felt in the provinces. The investment volume
Yields declining slightly
was especially low in 2009 in Marseille, Lille and Nantes, where
Initial top office yields
office properties changed hands for a total value of just €71 milI/2010
IV/2009
lion, as shown by BNP Paribas RE in a market survey. At €81 million,
Paris
Toulouse still recorded a comparatively high investment volume –
5.25–5.75
Paris CBD
compared with 2008 this is however equivalent to a decline of
5.25–5.75
80 percent.
6.50
Central Paris
6.00– 6.50
As the largest regional real estate market Lyon was the only
6.50 –7.00
La Défense
regional location to withstand the investment market crisis relatively
6.00 – 6.50
unscathed. Some €369 million was invested in office property here.
6.50
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The situation in office letting markets is more favourable. Rents §
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even includes insurance premiums or work on the roof and such
like,” comments Nadolni. The basis of – customary – rent indexing
is the construction cost index, under which the following applies: “If
the rent has deviated from the index rent by more than 25 percent
since it was fixed contractually, it can be renegotiated.” During the
crisis this was the case: “Last year rents were therefore often revised
downwards, to the disappointment of owners,” continues Nadolni.
It is mainly the tax aspects of property purchases in France that
require close examination, however. In 2003, the French government
introduced what are known as Sociétés d’Investissements Immobiliers
Cotées (SIIC), the French equivalent of the Real Estate Investment
Trust (REIT). “In their legal form SIICs represent a public company or
limited partnership with special tax status. Since its introduction this

investment vehicle has enjoyed great success, which is also related
to the fact that in France, unlike in Germany, up until 2005 there
was no form of investment comparable with the German open-ended
real estate fund,” notes Guillaume Rubechi, partner and tax specialist with Marccus Partners.
The principal advantage of this usually listed investment vehicle is liquidity and tax advantages because SIICs are exempt from
corporation tax. What can certainly be disadvantageous to potential
foreign buyers is the varying rate of taxation in the event of a sale.
“If a property is sold to an SIIC, only about 19 percent instead of
the usual 33 percent of corporation tax is due. This gives the SIIC
a great competitive edge,” says Rubechi. During the 2007 boom,
when the bidding process was the order of the day, it was often §

A small slice from a large cake
Investors much prefer to buy offices in Paris, with France’s regions benefiting only selectively. By Gaël Thomas

J
with no fear of great overproduction. In Toulouse, the start of construction of several properties has been postponed. In Marseille too
only the projects started in 2009 are being completed, after which
there are no plans for new construction for the time being. German
investors will not like to hear that with many preferring to invest in
new development projects in France. “In doing this the investor can
escape the construction risk, which is the concern of the developer,
taking on only the letting risk,” explains Diane Becker. Because the
construction risk is well protected in France, the total risk is correspondingly manageable. “Entering at the construction stage can be
advantageous for calculating a property’s profitability because the
investor is better able to wait for the right time in the cycle, achieving higher returns from the property,” she adds.
With the “Saint Martial” in Limoges Union Investment
has purchased its first shopping centre in France.

across all cities have held up well, falling in 2009 by a moderate
2 percent on the previous year. Compared with Paris, however the
starting point for rent levels is also lower. At €285 per square metre
and year the highest office rents are recorded in Lyon, followed by
Marseille at some €250. The property consultants of BNP Paribas
RE are noticing buoyant demand for office space in Toulouse: there
is particular demand for new-builds, with top rents reaching €190
per square metre per year. Yet new-build projects are few and far
between. Only individual projects are being undertaken or older
properties renovated. Building activity is therefore under strict control

8
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French law contains some peculiarities

Whether in Paris or in the provinces, property investors have
to prepare for a number of legal peculiarities. The French have
their own way of doing things, especially with commercial rental
agreements. “Since 1953, Regulation No. 53-960 has governed
the formation of commercial rental agreements in France,” notes
Silke Nadolni, partner with the Paris-based international law firm
Marccus Partners. The requirements are very strict and tend to
favour tenants. “As a rule, rental agreements have a nine-year term,
with the tenant having the right of termination every three years
depending on the type of contract.” If the landlord terminates the
contract, the tenant is entitled to compensation, she adds. In return,
numerous additional costs have to be picked up by the tenant: “This

Photos: Laif/hemis.fr/Camille Moirenc; Uniball Rodamco; Business Immo

Top architect Zaha Hadid designed the headquarters of
the CMA CGM shipping line in the port of Marseille.

acobin tradition dictates that the regions
are, from an economic point of view, the
poor relations in France. “Paris and the
French desert” was what it was called in
General de Gaulle’s day. Yet with the decentralisation drive launched in 1982, such
regional centres as Lyon, Lille or Marseille
have been able to expand their role. Aided by
the high-speed TGV train and thanks to public-sector subsidies many major cities have
been able to attract institutional and international investors as real estate buyers.
Even the crisis has not totally extinguished the interest of property investors.
According to property consultant DTZ, the
investment market in the regions was surprisingly buoyant in the first half of 2010
recording a sales volume of €1.6 billion: an
increase of 25 percent compared with the
first half of 2009. This enthusiasm for the
provinces is especially attributable to investor
demand for commercial properties. In the first
six months of the year more than €1.2 billion
was invested in office, retail trade, logistics
and hotel properties: representing almost
80 percent of the total volume. The largest transaction – the “Cap3000” shopping
centre in Nice – accounted for one-third of
total sales. It was sold for €400 million to a
consortium made up of Altarea, Predica and
the Dutch pension fund ABP.
During the first six months of the year,
the logistics sector, the main artery of which
extends from Lille via Paris and Lyon to
Marseille, attracted investment of €130 million, with numerous portfolio sales reviving the
market. The yields barely differ from those in

Paris. The top warehouse premises at the Lyon
L’Isle d’Abeau logistics centre provide a return
of some 7.25 percent, thus matching the level
commanded by facilities in the Paris region.
The situation in regional office markets
was less rosy during the first six months of
2010 with investment totalling only €270
million. This falls well short of the almost
€900 million which was achieved annually
between 2000 and 2009. Investors seeking properties in the prime segment prefer
the Paris market. In the most recent IPD
barometer of property investment in France
published in June by analysts Investment
Property Databank (IPD), the major investors
surveyed stated that they intended to invest
25 percent of their planned capital expenditure totalling over €7 million in prime Paris
office buildings. Only four percent was earmarked for the regions.
Yet the regions have two advantages.
Firstly, less volatility: the rents have stood

Gaël Thomas
is editorin-chief of
the French
real estate
magazine
‘Business
Immo’.

firm against the pressure of recent months.
In addition, office properties in the provinces are showing yields which are 100 to
150 basis points higher than those achieved
in Paris. On the other hand, the regions are
suffering from slackening economic activity – which is impacting adversely on demand
for office space. The less liquid markets with
their comparatively low space turnover are
thus still deterring investors. The pull of Paris
remains undiminished.
$

Heavyweight Paris
Office investment in France in € billion, regions’ share in percent
Île-de-France’s share
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few value-added funds willing to take higher risks had returned to
the market in search of real estate with development potential, he
added, noting that: “Opportunistic investors are currently very thin
on the ground in Paris.”
The supply of top-quality properties cannot meet the demand
however – with property yields coming under pressure (see chart on
page 7). Whereas during the first quarter of 2009 they still reached
6.25 percent, during the first quarter of 2010 they had already fallen
to 5.25 percent, reports the Savills expert. “Even the core funds are
looking outside Paris because high yields can still be achieved in the
less central locations. However, these investors are targeting only
established office locations and focusing on well-heeled tenants,”
reports Pax.

The Savills expert sees risks for the French market primarily from
macroeconomic factors, which are also being closely monitored by
property experts at present. “The pressure on the euro and possible risk of inflation are also being intensively discussed,” he adds.
Overall the property market was undergoing a recovery though. The
first French developers were again even looking around for speculative projects or forward sales, observes Etienne Pax. They are
preparing for the period when office space is set to become scarcer
in supply again. This is very likely to be the case from 2011.
Whether it is time to be building without pre-letting or whether
this still holds too many risks – one thing is already certain: the
French capital has weathered the financial and economic crisis comparatively well and is likely to emerge from it even strengthened. $

“We will act increasingly as a vendor”
Karl-Joseph Hermanns-Engel, responsible for foreign business on the Union Investment Real Estate GmbH
Management Board, on the investment strategy in France and the special plans for Paris
German property investors are desirable
business partners in France. What attracts
Germans to the Seine?
Union Investment has been investing in
France for eleven years. There is where we
find the market liquidity and international
focus that we are seeking as active asset
managers. With its diversified and thus
relatively crisis-proof economic structure,
Paris in particular provides a convincing
argument for investment. The wide range
of products is one reason why we are
represented with our six real estate funds
in the Île-de-France.

Lyon’s TGV railway station “Saint-Exupéry” (left) was designed by the Spanish architect Santiago Calatrava.
The conference centre in the Cité Internationale district is the work of the Italian Renzo Piano.

Sharp drop
Investment in French commercial
property in € billion

Germans play a key role
Property investment according to
origin in France in 2009 in € billion
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individual basis whether or not the German open-ended real estate
fund is entitled to the tax advantages mentioned.
Beyond national peculiarities the topics of sustainability and
green buildings are also gaining increasing importance in France,
reports Etienne Pax from the Savills investment team in Paris. “Most
investors are looking for real estate which meets the relevant standards,” says Pax, adding that like other countries France has also
developed its own building standard.

Investors seeking sustainable buildings

The Haute Qualité Environnementale (HQE) certification standard,
based on the principles of sustainable development, is overseen by
the Association pour la Haute Qualité Environnementale based in
Paris. Since last year it has been cooperating closely with the British
certification agency BRE Global. The aim is to develop a comparable
standard for the national certification systems – HQE on the French
side and BREEAM on the UK side. It is not only project developers
who are increasingly focusing on international standards, especially
the US standard LEED, so as to boost the appeal of their properties to international investors. French investors are also attaching
great importance to a uniform Europe-wide sustainability certificate.
This is borne out by a recent Union Investment survey, according to
which 82 percent of the French investors questioned supported the
introduction of a Europe-wide standardised quality seal.
The stronger focus on sustainable investments is also explained
by a glance at the current investor structure, which shows that it is
above all long-term core funds which are active buyers in the Paris
market. “This buyer group accounted for about 82 percent of property transactions in Paris in 2009,” explains Pax. Just recently a

Photo: Union Investment

Photos: Annebicque Bernard/Corbis; Andia/Soudan LyonMag

a condition of the sale that a SIIC was the buyer. But in the current
market situation such requirements no longer figured in the purchasing negotiations, concludes Rubechi.
The Organisme de Placement Collectif Immobilier (OPCI), the
French open-ended real estate fund launched in 2005, has however – unlike the SIIC introduced two years ago – failed to gain
ground to date, says Rubechi. The OPCI enjoys the same tax advantages as the SIIC but is mainly used within special funds and club
deals. It is interesting that foreign open-ended real estate funds
in France are not automatically put on an equal tax footing with
their French counterpart. Both investment products may be subject
to “comparable rules” but the French fiscal authority checks on an

Union Investment has investments in
Marseille. What appeal to you about the
French provinces?
The French provinces are an interesting
addition to the Paris portfolio. Marseille,
Lyon, Bordeaux or Lille may have very small
markets, be much less liquid and offer
tenants of a more local nature than Paris.
However, there is much less competition
for them from international investors,
who are primarily targeting large-volume
properties. The dynamic development of the
so-called B-cities in the direction of service
centres offers good scope for diversification,
especially for our institutional products.
What strategy are you pursuing in France?
In the past our strategy was mainly
acquisition-oriented. We have started
over the past year to gradually extend

the focus of our activities to our existing
properties and to take a closer look at
the portfolio. This means that in France
we are acting increasingly as vendor and
plan to exploit market conditions more
actively. To this end Union Investment
plans to have its own team based there
in future. With 27 properties worth some
€2.8 billion this expenditure is reasonable
and promises even more intensive
market penetration.
Which property products are you currently
on the look-out for?
The France portfolio of many German
open-ended real estate funds is comparatively office-heavy. This is also true of
Union Investment, even though we have
been investing in hotels in Paris and
Marseille since 2003. Recently we have
entered the French shopping centre market
with the purchase of the “Saint Martial”
in Limoges. It is our plan to build up our
holdings in the shopping centre and business hotel segments. I also see the need
to catch up in the logistics space segment,
which has been under-represented in
our portfolios to date. The keyword is
sustainability: “Durabilité” is much more
than a buzzword in France. One of the
most interesting European markets for
sustainable buildings is currently emerging
in Paris. We want to exploit this: France
will be a central building block in our
sustainability strategy going forward.

How interesting are development projects?
We have had good experience in France
with development projects. Paris is an
accessible market which strikes a healthy
balance on the supply side. Development
projects are a good way of ensuring that
state-of-the-art, sustainable and highquality real estate is built in a fiercely
competitive market and the corresponding
high yields are generated. The prerequisite
however is to work with strong, experienced partners who take on the construction
risk.
The interview was conducted by Christiane
Harriehausen.

Karl-Joseph Hermanns-Engel sees
growth potential, especially in the
retail trade and hotel segment.
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e are getting older, fewer and more multi-coloured – what
has long been recognised by researchers is gradually becoming more visible and tangible in the German and European
property markets. Empty shops and flats symbolise a change which
is posing completely new challenges for towns and local authorities, as well as for investors and urban planners. What was in short
supply for decades is now plentiful. This also applies to office properties, the very asset class regarded by institutional investors as one
of the safest investment vehicles. So will we soon be saying: once
upon a time? It is certain that in shrinking societies there will not
only be fewer people living but also fewer people of working age
who need an office as their workplace. What are the consequences
of this for national and international office property markets? Where
will the erected symbols of growth and economic prosperity soon lie
empty? And in which corners of the globe are new centres of office
work set to emerge?

The demographic factor
Whether the population is growing or shrinking is playing an increasingly important role in the assessment of property markets. It is clear however that investors have to think globally. By Miriam M. Beul

The megacity Tokyo is
home to twice as many
people as the whole of
the Netherlands.
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The world map of property investment is changing

“Basically it is more difficult to forecast office space trends than
trends in living space owing to the more complex influencing factors
involved. In addition to the size of the working population, the prevalence of teleworking, economic development, rents, building costs
and technical innovations all have an impact on demand for space,”
says Michael Voigtländer. The Head of the Property Economics
research unit at the Cologne Institute for Economic Research (Institut
der deutschen Wirtschaft – IW) has studied closely the impact of
demographic trends on demand for property in Germany. According
to his calculations, a reduced labour force and an increasing number
of elderly people will not present every (German) town or city with
the same problems. There will be demographic winners and losers.
With the help of the Federal Statistical Office’s population forecasts,
Voigtländer has worked out future demand for office space in 97
German towns and cities. The conclusion he has drawn is that by
2025 there will still be demand for office space only in Munich,
Cologne, Hamburg, Mainz, Nuremberg and Bonn.
“Most office property markets face difficult times though,” he
says. His forecasts for some east German towns are especially dramatic. In Gera and Dessau a decline of 40 percent is possible, whilst
in Magdeburg a 20 percent reduction is likely and in Erfurt a fall of
15 percent. In western Germany demand for office space is forecast
to drop primarily in North Rhine-Westphalia and in Saarland. The
future is not too rosy in Duisburg (down 10 percent), Essen (down
8 percent) and Dortmund (down 6 percent) either. When comparing
office space per employee it is striking that there is a link between
the size of the city and the average per capita space consumption.
In A-cities such as Berlin, Düsseldorf, Munich, Stuttgart and Frankfurt
am Main, employees have more space around their desks than in
B- or C-category cities. “Group headquarters are located more frequently in major cities. This means more employees in senior positions, who normally claim greater space and more meeting rooms.
The two factors together push up the average space consumption,”
notes Voigtländer.
Yet does this support the argument that in future only major
cities or even megacities will be regarded as a safe refuge for property investment whilst investment in small or medium-sized towns
will be seen as risky because the latter are more likely to be threatened with depopulation? Things are not as simple as that. Unlike
the IW expert, the real estate analysts at Deutsche Hypo predict a
less dramatic scenario. “Demographic trends impact on office space

“The world is becoming one
city and the city is becoming
the world. The emergence of
megacities will have more farreaching consequences than the
Industrial Revolution.”
Frauke Kraas, Professor of Human
Geography, University of Cologne

demand and thus on demand for office properties only very indirectly,” says Günter Vornholz, property analyst with Deutsche Hypo.
Economic trends have a much more direct impact on the market and
thus on rents and purchase prices. “In geographical terms there will
however be a concentration on what have been the prominent office
locations to date,” predicts Vornholz.
Does that mean that property investors taking a long-term investment approach should focus on just a few locations in Germany in
future? Munich, Cologne and Hamburg? And just forget about the
rest of the map? Also: what would the supraregional shopping list
look like? If the developed economies continue to grow only at a
slow pace, have too many pensioners to feed and too many office
workers – where does the future lie?
“Certainly not in the provinces. Megacities will be the engines of
global change,” says Frauke Kraas. The Professor of Human Geography
at the University of Cologne has been studying the growth of major
cities, and especially the so-called megacities, for many years. In academic literature this means cities of at least five, eight or ten million
inhabitants. “Depending on the threshold value, there are currently
16, 24 or 39 megacities worldwide,” she says. With migration to the
cities continuing in Asia and Africa further megacities are emerging,
she notes. “By as early as 2015 there will be more than 600 million
people worldwide living in some 60 megacities,” she predicts. Yet §

German markets feeling the change
Residential property
Even though Germany’s population is shrinking, experts expect demand for housing to rise for the time being, the crucial
factor being the continuing growth in the number of households up to 2025. Demand will vary from region to region
however. The rough trend is that conurbations are growing in
size and rural regions are losing inhabitants. Yet it is not just
eastern Germany where the population is in decline. Large
areas of Saarland and the Ruhr region will also be affected by
falling numbers of households.
Retail properties
Fewer people, fewer consumers. The markets for retail properties will also be hit by the falling population. Retail sales will
decline and the earnings from retail properties will diminish.
With investment in shopping centres, studying the demographic
trends at the location is especially important. Shopping arrangements which meet the needs of the elderly are certainly set to
gain in importance however.
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Almost two-thirds of all people will be living in Asia by 2050
World population growth from 1950 to 2050*

Population distribution in 2050*

30 cities with a population of over three million. Most people over
here have not even heard of these major centres.”
Bernhard Köhler, who with his Swisslake Capital company advises
institutional property investors on their investment decisions, regards
population-related factors as a major plus point for Asian property
markets. “The urbanisation trend in the centres of China and India
is in full swing, meaning that the population is migrating from rural
areas to the cities and also growing further. In China, for example,
migrations involve up to 25 million people annually. Cities are competing accordingly, as far as the creation and provision of new living
and working space and infrastructure are concerned,” he says.
At Henderson Global Investors, demographic aspects play a key
role not only with property investments in Asia. “Before making
an investment we always examine the possible situation in a few
years’ time when the property is to be resold,” notes Henderson’s
German CEO Timothy Horrocks. Population trends were therefore
closely examined especially with retail properties – because they are
regarded as an important factor influencing purchasing power trends
at the location. “This analysis is becoming increasingly important
because with demographic change the gap between growing and
shrinking regions is set to widen,” predicts Horrocks.
Yet is it already inevitable that more investment capital will flow
to the Asian and Latin American markets in the coming years and
that USA and Europe will lose out as a result? Swisslake Capital
boss Köhler, who has developed a database with information on
the 2,700 private equity property funds of 1,100 international fund
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Size and growth are not everything

The expectation that problems in the USA or in Asia could be
resolved from a desk in Europe or progress achieved with the development of properties was illusory. In addition, one should certainly
not rely on demographic trends alone. “Asian and South American
markets require greater efforts in terms of risk management owing
to the limited convertibility of many currencies as well as their political regulation,” notes Köhler. Moreover, transparency is restricted in
many markets.
Helge Scheunemann, Head of Research with property consultancy Jones Lang LaSalle, also warns investment strategists against
narrow-mindedness in relation to the demographic factor. The gap
between major cities and the regions may be set to increase further
worldwide with even more capital than now flowing into the office
property markets of major cities. Yet population growth alone could
not offset such factors as corruption, legal and tax uncertainties
as well as political instability, Scheunemann notes, adding: “Until
recently Thailand was considered to be a safe country. A few weeks
$
last May have taught us otherwise.”
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not every city is automatically a “global city”, in the sense of a global
economic control centre with high-level services and headquarters of
international companies. Depending on the definition, these global
cities currently include only London, Los Angeles, Moscow, New York,
Paris, Beijing, São Paulo, Shanghai, Seoul and Tokyo. However, many
academics also include mega-urban regions, which are more polycentric in structure, in such a category. The largest European megaurban area with 13 million inhabitants is the Rhine Ruhr region. The
largest in the world is probably the Pearl River Delta in southern
China with a population of 48 million.
“Many mega-conurbations now have an importance which is
comparable to that of countries,” notes Kraas. Spain and Portugal
with their 48 million inhabitants have the same population as the
Pearl River Delta region. Even more striking is the following comparison: Mexico City with its 19.5 million inhabitants has a higher
population than Australia, with “only” 19.2 million people. Yet is size
everything? Will the demand for flats, office and retail properties
in the Asian Tiger states or Latin America’s booming economies be
enough to keep a global investment industry afloat? It seems unlikely
that insurance companies, pension funds or property fund providers
will turn their back on Europe and the USA only because one person
in three will be aged over sixty there soon, whilst in Asia and Latin
America one in every three is under the age of 30. “The focus will
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have to shift. But this is a process which will take generations,” says
Axel Drwenski. The Head of Research at Commerz Real assumes that
the property world’s emphasis will shift towards Asia in the coming
decades, “Because the key drivers, economic growth and urbanisation, are the strongest there” (see map above). On that basis, by
2030 about 43 percent of global property assets will be concentrated in Asia’s most populous states, compared with 19 percent in
2008. Over the same period Europe and North America are set to
become less important in relative terms – even though they will also
grow in absolute terms. The analyst is impressed above all by the
rate of growth of cities in Asia, noting that: “In China there are now

“Office space trends are more
difficult to forecast than trends
in living space.”
Michael Voigtländer, real estate
economist at the Cologne Institute
for Economic Research

Photos: IW Cologne; Freelens Pool/Friedrich Stark

The largest cities
Population in millions, in 2010

management companies, is hesitant. Over the past two years, capital
flows from European and US investors into Asian and Latin American
property investment had declined significantly. However, this minus
point in no way reflected the encouraging performance of the property markets there, he added. The most important provision against
risk was the following: all business is local.

Kenya’s capital Nairobi is
growing. In 2050 there will
be eight times as many
people living in Africa than
100 years before.

$
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Material comes first
The foundations of sustainable buildings
are environmentally compatible, recyclable
construction materials. False floors with
a 100-percent recycled content are used
in the “Tornado Tower” in Doha (right).

Construction materials play a central role in the planning of sustainable buildings. Yet assessing
which building materials are environmentally beneficial is a complex issue. By Christian Hunziker

P

erhaps the future of sustainable building lies in Gülzow. In this
1,600-strong community near Güstrow (Mecklenburg-Western
Pomerania) the Agency of Renewable Resources supported by
the German government is currently building its new office premises.
The two-storey building, designed by the Matrix architectural practice from Rostock, consists both in its construction and interior
fittings largely of renewable building materials. The wooden façade
is insulated with cellulose and wood fibres, a rammed earth wall is
being erected in the atrium, wood fibre insulating materials guarantee impact sound insulation for the ceilings, and for the office rooms,
the planners have opted for a goat hair carpet.
For Thomas Lenzinger, CEO of the Austrian supplier of prefabricated houses Griffner Haus, the future lies in this construction method:
“If you are talking about sustainability, there is one building material
worldwide suitable for industrial processing which should be considered, namely timber.” Lenzinger has proven that this can also work in
the case of large-scale non-residential buildings with the headquarters for the energy technology group Juwi in Wörrstadt in RhinelandPalatinate, Germany. Concrete masonry with expanded polystyrene
insulation would not have been an option for Lenzinger – because
sustainable, as he says, means renewable first and foremost.

Photos: Michael Urban/ddp; mauritius images/imagebroker/juergen Hasenkopf

Not only wood is sustainable
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Yet this line of argument is meeting with resistance from experts. “It
is not the case that only a timber building with clay wall and bast
roof is eco-friendly,” says Martin Haas, partner at the Stuttgart-based
firm Behnisch Architekten, adding that the environmental quality of
building materials must always be assessed on a case-by-case basis.
“Steel can also be a better solution than wood from an environmental point of view,” notes the architect. “Although steel may consume
more energy during the production process, it is much more efficient
statically because less material has to be used. In addition, it fares
very well in the life cycle assessment with a recycling rate of up to
90 percent.”
This life cycle assessment – meaning the examination of the
environmental performance of a building material from manufacture
through use to disposal – is however a tricky business. To remain with
the example of wood: as a renewable resource wood boasts an excellent energy balance, especially as it can be burnt at the end of the
life cycle, generating new energy. Pollutants pose no concern either
– assuming that the wood has not been treated with problematic
substances. Wooden window frames however have to be regularly
painted due to the effects of the weather, which has to be taken into
account in the maintenance costs. Wood used in building interiors is
also expensive to buy, but in the view of the architect Haas, has the
advantage that it “demonstrates good tactile qualities and contributes
over many years to the users’ well-being.”
Decisive criteria for the sustainability of a building material are for
Haas its “pollutant-free nature, energy consumption and recyclability, §
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be free of formaldehyde resin. According to Steretzeder, there is only
one manufacturer worldwide that supplies the relevant doors – and
this expertise does not come cheap.
Economic efficiency is not the only challenge facing developers
and planners of sustainable buildings. An additional problem is that
the environmental quality of a building material cannot be determined
at a glance – even though the Environmental Product Declarations
(EPDs) requested on a voluntary basis now provide an indication at
least. These EPDs are drawn up by the Institute for Construction and
the Environment (IBU) in Germany, which is guided by the international standard ISO CD 21930 (Environmental Declarations of Building
Products). According to IBU Director Hans Peters, some 50 companies in Germany to date have had about 130 products or product
groups examined to see whether they cause summer smog, acid rain
or over-fertilisation, whether they damage the ozone layer and how
much primary energy they consume. “It would be wrong however to
place the results of the EPD next to each other and to conclude from
them that one product is worse than the other,” stresses Peters. If
environmental pollution during production is examined, for example,
a simple wooden window achieves a much better assessment that a
triple-glazed window made of aluminium. A final analysis is however
only possible if a component is examined over its whole life cycle.

Considering individual cases

Planners and developers are confronted at every turn with such conflicts between the varying aspects of sustainability. One example is the
issue of whether with insulating materials they should opt for natural
or industrial products. If the insulating value is taken alone, according
to the Agency of Renewable Resources, conventional materials (polystyrene and rock wool) achieve slightly better results and at lower
cost compared with most natural materials. “Natural insulating materials are however often more effective at providing protection from
the summer heat and in terms of their physical construction properties,” argues Eckhard Klopp, building consultant with the Agency of
Renewable Resources, adding that the disposal of industrial insulating
materials also posed problems.
Transport costs are another factor, as the Behnisch Architekten
firm found out when building the Ozeaneum in Stralsund. The planners

Using recycled steel from Asia to build the Ozeaneum maritime museum in Stralsund would not have made
environmental sense.

but also lasting high quality and the contribution to a building’s quality.” Above all the pollutant-free nature of such materials plays a key
role especially in the certification systems for sustainable buildings. The
German Sustainable Building Council’s DGNB certification for example takes account of the environmental qualities of building materials
in fact sheet 6 (“Risks to the local environment”) and in fact sheet 8
(“Sustainable use of resources/timber”). They enquire about the solvent content of anti-corrosion coatings, pollutants in paints and lacquers as well as the possible pollution of plastics with heavy metals.
With the USA’s LEED standard the categories “Indoor Environmental
Quality” and “Materials and Resources” apply. They formulate the

requirements on the environmental compatibility of adhesives, carpets,
paints and coatings while also enquiring about the share of renewable component parts in the product. These criteria can however also
collide with other aspects of sustainability – and especially with economic sustainability. According to the architect Haas, it is by no means
the case that environmental building materials are necessarily more
expensive than conventional products. Yet this can certainly be the
case at an individual level, as explained by Josef Steretzeder, who
is responsible for the Green Building service division of the Lindner
interior design group in the Lower Bavarian town of Arnstorf: LEED
requires that timber materials such as chipboard or MDF board must

Developers can research the eco-friendliness of building materials on the internet

• Reliable information about the environmental quality of building materials is offered by
the Ökobau.dat database. The information
system provided by the German Ministry for
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Construction gathers environmental product
declarations and all other accessible information on about 650 building materials
as well as construction and transport processes. Ökobau.dat is available free of charge
at the following web address:
www.nachhaltigesbauen.de/
baustoff-und-gebaeudedaten.html

• Relatively new is the informative web-

site Greenbuildingproducts.eu. It is geared
to the needs of developers seeking to
have their building certified in accordance with the German Sustainable Building

Council (DGNB) or Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design (LEED) requirements. The collection of data, available free
of charge, indicates which criteria of the two
certification systems are fulfilled by individual building materials.
www.greenbuildingproducts.eu

• The Greenguard Environmental Institute

founded in Georgia (USA) in 2001 has
developed various certification programmes
which examine and rate products that are
low in emissions and pollutants worldwide.
www.greenguard.org

Results of the latest Union Investment investment climate survey

Most European property investors will increasingly seek to put
their capital in sustainable property in future. This is one of the
findings of the latest investment climate survey conducted by Union
Investment, in which professional property investors from Germany,
France and the UK were questioned. More than 60 percent of them
wish to increase their investments in sustainable real estate, with
the French especially active in this regard.
Agreement with statements in percent of those surveyed;
in brackets: number of those surveyed
Germany (75)

France (51)

UK (59)
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much more in sustainable
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had actually envisaged using recycled ship steel in the maritime museum’s steel façade. Because ships are now sent to Southeast Asia for
scrapping, the steel would have had to be procured from there. For this
reason, those in charge had the steel produced at a Baltic Sea shipyard, ultimately consuming less primary energy.
In view of these difficulties it is understandable why the environmental quality of building materials is not subject to the same – public
– interest as the topic of energy-efficient buildings. “In our experience, users and final investors attach greater importance to a good
energy balance for the property rather than individual aspects such
as particular building materials,” notes Georg Glatzel, member of the
Management Board of real estate company IFM, which specialises in
the refurbishment of office and retail properties.

Less material is more
Photos: Fnoxx/Hettrich; laif/Arcaid/Mark Bentley

For anyone looking for an overview of the
environmental credentials of building materials, there are various websites and online databases available for research purposes. They are
recommended for all developers and investors
seeking to obtain a sustainability certificate for
their building or wishing to find out about the
practical use of building materials which pose
no risk to the environment or public health.

Sustainability is part of the strategy

The Abengoa environmental technology group HQ in
Seville holds LEED platinum certification.

The building materials industry is however developing more and more
sustainable products. The Lindner Group, for example, offers metal
roofs which boast a high proportion of recycled materials and can be
recycled at the end of their life cycle. They were used, for instance, at
the Abengoa Palmas Altas Campus in Seville, an international showcase for sustainability. The headquarters of the Abengoa environmental technology group, completed in 2009, was awarded platinum LEED
pre-certification, the highest LEED category – even though the hightech complex designed by architect Richard Rogers did not feature
either rammed earth walls or goat hair carpets. The interior design
group based in Lower Bavaria was also involved in the 200-metrehigh “Tornado Tower” in Doha in the Emirate of Qatar, using a system
of false floor panels made of non-combustible calcium sulphate with a
§
recycled content of approaching 100 percent.
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The future challenge facing planners is however quite different again. “The trend is towards restricting the mix of materials
and consuming fewer materials,” predicts Martin Haas of Behnisch
Architekten. Instead of providing an additional ceiling it often
makes more sense to do without one altogether – “even if the
material used is very eco-friendly.”
Moreover, basic clarification is needed on which products are
actually better for the environment. For Lindner engineer Josef
Steretzeder, also a lecturer at the Augsburg University of Applied
Sciences and member of the German Sustainable Building Council,
this is one of the most important future tasks: “We need parameters

Gateway to sustainability

which make the environmental quality of materials measurable and
assessable. The development of these parameters is a challenge
which we all face.”
Yet simple answers, clear dos and don’ts, the latest recommendation for the one correct solution and a warning against the many
incorrect methods – none of this will be available to developers
and planners in the near future either. Often it is simply a matter
of weighing up, discussing and then deciding on the right option in
each individual case. And, of course, further research is being carried out – into eco-friendly building materials, meeting the needs
$
of both people and the environment.

The process of collecting information on various aspects of sustainable buildings used to be laborious.
Now a new informative website is providing easier access to such knowledge. By Christian Hunziker

W

hat exactly is thermal insulation glazing made of? What
power savings does server-based computing offer? How
does a rainwater cistern operate? Those seeking answers
to these and other questions related to every aspect of sustainable building had to spend a lot of time in the past investigating
these issues from various sources. There is now an easier and quicker
option: the website at www.sustainable-realestate-investments.com
combines a wealth of information about all aspects of sustainable
buildings.
“Knowledge is the basis of successful investment,” notes Fabian
Hellbusch, Head of Real Estate Marketing and Communication at
Union Investment Real Estate GmbH, explaining why the real estate
investment company has developed the new knowledge site. “The
online platform is intended to make people aware of the opportunities and necessities of sustainable property investment while contributing to a common understanding of this complex subject matter.”
According to Hellbusch, the website is not only aimed at professional
property investors and developers, but also at tenants, private and
institutional investors as well as media representatives.
There is also market interest in this: studies show that property professionals are focusing increasingly on sustainable buildings. According to a survey conducted by Union Investment, for over
60 percent of the market players questioned across Europe, sustainability already forms an integral part of their investment strategy. However, and the survey also makes this clear, many property experts find the large number of certification systems and
the haziness associated with the excessive use of the term
“sustainability” problematic.

“Comparisons are difficult”
Josef Steretzeder, Head of the Green Building service division at Lindner AG, on the benefits of environmental
building materials and the difficulty of defining them precisely

Are developers prepared to pay more for
sustainable building materials?
Certification at building level is a pointgathering exercise. Developers try to
collect as many points as possible at a
reasonable cost. As soon as this involves
extra expenditure, they consider how they
can avoid it. A door, for example, which is
formaldehyde resin-free and thus meets
the material requirements in the LEED
system, is simply more expensive. There
is currently just one manufacturer for the
supporting panel, whose product expertise
understandably comes at a price. The
developer then considers whether the
product concerned will provide points.
They may opt for a standard product and
decide to collect the points elsewhere.
This can give rise to a building which is
classified as eco-friendly overall but where
less attention is paid to the aspect of
workplace comfort.

But there are already Environmental
Product Declarations (EPDs)?
EPDs are the first key tool on which
the certification system of the German
Sustainable Building Council (DGNB) is
built. They provide data on a building
material’s environmental credentials and
basic information on a product’s impact on
the environment throughout its life cycle.
However, this is not sufficient for supplying
comparable key performance data. The aim
should therefore be to enable the developer
or architect to identify easily which product
is more eco-friendly than another.

Is it possible to say in short which material
is good environmentally and which is bad?
No. Databases such as Ökobau.dat and
Greenbuildingproducts.eu offer guidance
but do not enable a direct product
comparison. An additional factor is that
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Do environmental building materials come
into conflict with other sustainability
requirements?
Yes, that certainly can happen. With
every new product all the documentary
evidence relating to fire behaviour or noise
insulation has to be submitted – and it
could be that properties that are good
for the environment impact adversely on
other physical construction properties. The
life cycle costs are also important. What
is the point of a low-emission coating for
floors or walls if it has to be reapplied after
two years?

And how far have we come with the
recycling of building materials?
For the “Postquartier” developed by Hines in
Stuttgart we developed a materials concept
which ensures the highest possible recycling
rate for demolition waste. And at Deutsche
Bank’s “Greentowers” building in Frankfurt
am Main, we succeeded in achieving a
recycling rate of 98 percent. That means that
98 percent of the materials removed from
the building were fed back via a separation
system into the recoverable materials cycle.
The interview was conducted by Christian
Hunziker.

Tangible rather than abstract

This is where the new website starts with its overview of the most
important certification systems internationally – from the German
DGNB quality mark to LEED and BREEAM, up to and including the
Green Mark Award from Singapore. In addition, the website, which is
free to all users, makes it clear that sustainability is not confined to
energy efficiency but also covers such aspects as water conservation,

Josef Steretzeder is a member of
the Building Products Advisory
Council of the DGNB.
josef.steretzeder@lindner-group.com

The www.sustainable-realestate-investments.com website
shows how sustainability can be put into practice.

the environmental quality of building materials and not least sociocultural quality – interior comfort, functionality and integration into
urban planning.
The information is cross-linked with actual office and retail properties and development projects from the Union Investment portfolio. This helps to make the abstract term “sustainability” more tangible: as with the “One Coleman Street” office building in London,
in which coal soot was used as an ingredient in concrete instead of
cement. The soot is a by-product from electricity generation in coalfired power stations and therefore consumes no resources. The “111
South Wacker” office tower in Chicago, also featured, boasts efficient use of space.
The website is continually updated and includes best practice
examples, information on current studies related to every aspect of
sustainability, an events calendar as well as an interactive 3D panorama, which shows based on the example of a “Green Office” how
sustainability can be put into practice.
$
www.sustainable-realestate-investments.com

Photo: Union Investment

the large number of building certification
systems present users with problems.
Rationally speaking, an ISO standard for
sustainability would be a sensible thing. At
present, though, things are moving in the
opposite direction, with new assessment
systems appearing in many countries.

Photo: www.lindner-group.com

What role does the environmental quality
of building materials play today?
The market is increasingly on the look-out
for environmental products. In Germany
however this is not perceptible to the same
extent as in the USA, which is supported by
the established LEED certification system.

Internet users can discover how to save energy in an office building at the click of a mouse.
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Price is not the only consideration

I

n international office letting markets tenants currently have the say. The
job cuts in the wake of the global financial and economic crisis have
resulted in more vacant space than there is demand for it – around the
world. For example, it would take – in purely arithmetical terms – almost
seven years for all the currently vacant offices in Amsterdam to be let
out. In Frankfurt am Main, the supply of vacant space is sufficient to last
almost six and a half years (see chart). The consequences are the same
everywhere: “Vacant periods and fluctuation are therefore currently on
the rise, as is the pressure on landlords to maintain a close relationship
with their clients,” says Andreas Pfnür, university professor and Head of
the Department of the Real Estate Industry and Building and Construction
Management at Darmstadt University of Technology. This however is easier
said than done. “The chief priority at present is to preserve existing tenancies. As a result, there is increasing emphasis on client focus geared
to tenant needs,” notes Pfnür.
Anyone seeking to boost customer retention needed to study customer
needs closely – for which suitable processes and methods are required.
“Landlords first have to acquire this knowledge and then actively provide tenants with individual options.” In many cases landlords continue
to focus on making financial concessions, one example being London:
“Three years ago the market for landlords was booming but the situation reversed at the end of 2008 and in 2009,” says Lee Elliott, Research
Director for the Europe division at Jones Lang LaSalle in London. Incentives
were therefore now on the agenda again in Europe’s financial centres
after years of rising rents.
And not only there: “Landlords across Europe are agreeing to rentfree periods in order to keep their tenants,” notes Elliott. The most extreme
example: the Japanese Bank Nomura agreed to sign a 20-year lease for its
London base – on condition that the first four years would be rent-free.
A second option sees landlords investing in their buildings and upgrading the space in line with their tenants’ wishes. “This can mainly be seen
in Italy, France and the UK,” reports Elliott.
Landlords in Germany also seek to accommodate their tenants. “We
enable rent-free periods with existing properties by agreeing with our
tenants on an early lease extension,” explains Volker Dittmeier, Managing
Partner of Investa Asset Management. “In the new lease rent-free use of

Owners who would like to retain their tenants should know what they really want. The most important finding is
that today’s tenants expect more than financial incentives. By Ulrike Wirtz

Those competing for
office tenants need
more than mere
advertising slogans.

Office space for many years
Number of years which it will take, based on the current
annual letting volume, until the office vacancy rate at
the location specified has been eliminated
I/2009
Paris

1.0

London

1.7
1.7

Hamburg

2.4

1.6

2.6

Berlin

3.1
3.2

Photos: Jochen Tack; Union Investment

Munich
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“It is about meeting our
clients’ individual needs
and tying them beyond the
property to our company with
tailor-made solutions.”
Philip La Pierre, Head of Asset
Management Germany at Union
Investment Real Estate GmbH

up to two months is then agreed depending on the term.” The advantage is
that this takes immediate effect in the customer’s statement of income.
Others are more creative: “We are more frequently waiving the contractually stipulated annual rent rise, thus allowing indexation-free periods.
In isolated cases we adjust terms or take on refurbishment work, which
usually is the tenant’s responsibility,” says Philip La Pierre. The Head of
Asset Management Germany at Union Investment Real Estate GmbH is
however observing in some markets, especially with top properties, a
marked upturn in demand again, which was being accompanied by a
decline in incentives.
Landlords are also showing flexibility if their tenants wish to decrease
their office space – a strategy pursued by more and more companies in
an effort to reduce their building costs. Investa head Dittmeier: “In specific terms it is about achieving higher space productivity at lower cost.
This is a general trend and is certainly not being requested only because
of the economic crisis and the need to cut jobs.”

Creating value added for tenants

The aim here is to adapt offices in their layout and fixtures and fittings
to individual workflows. So-called soft factors are also playing a greater
role, notes Dittmeier. One employer might favour a more communicative
room layout, whilst another might be seeking to bring more sunlight into
the offices. Others would prefer to move to another property belonging to their landlord so as to reduce the commute for their workforce
or because employees at the existing location lacked the urban vibe of
a city centre site.
Customer-focused landlords endeavour to make all this possible – with
the aim of keeping their tenants. This strategy often succeeds even if the
latter are already flirting with the idea of alternatives in the marketplace
and possibly being enticed by the prospect of rent-free periods. That is
because this short-term incentive is not always in the tenant’s interests.
“Real value added on the other hand lies in high space productivity,” says
researcher Pfnür. “Unlike a temporary rent exemption, it is a more sustainable measure.” Even from the landlord’s perspective it can make sense
if a tenant reduces the floor space: the landlords secure through their
concessions a steady rental income without having to seek new tenants
given an office space oversupply. So much is certain after all – in times of
global uncertainty it is not only the tenants who have to act penny-wise,
as La Pierre of Union Investment stresses. “It is about meeting our clients’
individual needs and tying them with tailor-made solutions beyond the
property to our company. The solutions however must be attractive to all
parties – and must not therefore be at our expense alone.”
Stephan Bone-Winkel, Managing Director of the Berlin-based project
developer Beos, is also convinced that purely monetary incentives are not
the answer. “There is always someone who is willing to let out a property at a lower rate than yourself. In the interests of long-term cash flow
we prefer to persuade tenants thinking of moving with improved service
– such as in IT equipment or through a modernised entrance area.” §
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Better still, it is important, “to offer attractive additional services so that
the tenant does not even contemplate moving” as early as possible.
Scattering incentives around liberally is certainly not the tool of choice.
More convincing are the offers especially tailored to customer needs.

A question of give and take

The ability to anticipate and act on needs and above all, close contact with
the tenant are required. This is also stressed by Roy Brümmer, Managing
Director of Asset Management with the property company Corpus Sireo:
“In that way you gain a far better understanding of what concerns customers.” Together maintenance or even dismantling measures are optimised.
Tenants with long-term leases are given additional help in terms of adapting their floor space requirements and floor plan to individual workflows.
“On this basis, rental agreements are adapted to tenant needs.” Another
key issue is the reduction of operating and management costs – with waste
disposal or cleaning for instance. Those achieving savings in these areas
can score points with their tenants. As Corpus Sireo Manager Brümmer
notes: “With conventional office properties we have reduced the incidental expenses per property by 7 to 10 percent.” It is important, however
to maintain a balance between give and take.
Those seeking to find out what interests their tenants and how their
needs can change over the term of the lease, including during an economic crisis, have to communicate at eye level. It was therefore good to
know, says expert Pfnür that, “Tenants of all company sizes regarded their
rented premises increasingly as a resource in the provision of goods and
services, which they systematically put to the test at ever shorter intervals.”
It was therefore all the more important for both sides to be represented

“The chief priority at present is
to preserve existing tenancies.
As a result, there is increasing
emphasis on client focus
geared to tenant needs.”
Andreas Pfnür, university professor,
Darmstadt University of Technology

happens when a key tenant sends their notice of cancellation? “In such
cases we try very actively to win back the customer nonetheless.” That
can certainly work – especially in cases where the business relationship
was already characterised by stability and mutual trust.
And how important is the issue of sustainability to customer retention? “Sustainability aspects are gaining increasing importance among
users,” notes La Pierre. At present this mainly applies to new buildings.

Client retention ensures a competitive edge
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Yet this will change, confidently predicts Stephan Bone-Winkel: “More
and more tenants of existing properties want to know the details of their
property’s carbon footprint,” – and how it can be improved. This is for
cost reasons and also because tenants take their corporate responsibility seriously.
There are already solutions which are making a convincing case:
this can involve a one-off eco-friendly upgrade or conversion or even a
“green” lease under which the tenant and landlord agree together how
they intend to improve the sustainability rating of a building in the long
term and in a cooperative model. Owners who offer their tenants such
tools and update them continually will be able to hold their own – and
especially in a tenants’ market.
Tenant dominance may persist for some time to come, predicts Martin
Drummer, CEO of property consultants CB Richard Ellis in Germany: “The
unclear economic prospects for Europe are the reason for the continued
noticeable reluctance to let new space.” The strongest demand was currently being registered in London and Paris. Only when the economic
$
prospects improve will there again be “impetus for rising rents”.

Tenants subject to scrutiny

Beos CEO Bone-Winkel also relies on simple but effective measures – such
as taking a regular look at the tenant’s website. “What may seem trivial
is in fact a good accompaniment to the continuous personal dialogue,”
says Bone-Winkel, who since 2006 has been heading as honorary professor the Department for Real Estate Management at the International
Real Estate Business School of the University of Regensburg. But what

Before making a decision to invest, property professionals want to know how solvent their tenants are.
By Anne Wiktorin

I

Photos: Union Investment; TU Darmstadt

The new tenant at the “CityQuartier
DomAquarée”, a Union Investment
property in Berlin, is the Kircher
Burkhardt agency for media design.

by professional counterparts. Those landlords who optimise their processes and develop efficient tools for retaining their clients therefore gain
a competitive edge.
Union Investment for example has sharpened its customer focus
through reorganisation. “The main contact point internally is our Tenant
Relations Management, which focuses alongside ongoing letting issues
on providing support for existing tenants. The Tenant Relations Manager
is supported by an external Property Manager. Through this we offer clear
contacts for the tenant,” notes Philip La Pierre, explaining the new structure. Every tenant – and not just major clients – thus knows their client
manager. “The value of a tenant does not lie in the space leased alone,”
says Beos MD Bone-Winkel. “Even smaller tenants can be very important
to the landlord owing to their image or in order to preserve the sectoral
mix at the location.” At Union Investment the Tenant Relations Manager
keeps in regular touch with “his” tenants and pays frequent visits to the
properties. Those in charge of the property speak with every tenant at an
official level at least twice or three times a year. “Thanks to these close
contacts we recognise early on a tenant’s intention to give notice and
can take countermeasures,” explains La Pierre.

t seems paradoxical at first glance: at times
like these when new tenants for office and
other commercial spaces are not easy to find,
and landlords are therefore making strenuous efforts to retain their existing customers,
investors are examining the solvency of their
tenants especially closely. This is certainly one
of the findings of the current investment climate survey undertaken by Union Investment:
for 83 percent of the professional property
investors from Germany, France and the UK
questioned, the credit standing of tenants plays
a key role in the investment decision – at exactly
the same level as the “Space demand/supply”
aspect (see chart). For Carsten Ape, Head of
Lettings at property consultancy CB Richard
Ellis (CBRE) in Frankfurt am Main, this makes
sense and is a consequence of the financial and
economic crisis: “The sustainability of rental
payments is no longer unconditionally assumed
nowadays,” he says. During the course of the
recession many landlords have had experience
of even reputable tenants going bankrupt. The
US investment bank Lehman Brothers, the UK
real estate financing bank Northern Rock, the
German mail-order company Quelle and the
department store group Karstadt are only
the best-known examples. In the 15 western
European EU states, Norway and Switzerland,
the number of insolvencies rose in 2009 to a

good 185,000, reports Creditreform, representing a rise of 22 percent on the previous
year. Spain was especially hard hit, where
the number of insolvent companies doubled
within a year to 4,900 bankruptcy proceedings. The number of insolvencies in France and
Germany was comparatively moderate: for the
two countries Creditreform reports a belowInvestment climate survey: Tenant credit
standing is a priority among investors
Aspects with high importance in percent of those
questioned; in brackets: number of those questioned
Germany (75)

France (51)

UK (59)

Total (185)
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Source: Union Investment, investment climate survey, June 2010

average increase in bankruptcies of 12 and 16
percent, respectively.
If the tenant drops out as a result of
bankruptcy this has significant adverse financial consequences for the landlord: not only
cash flow but the whole yield worsens owing
to the declining market value. This is reason
enough to subject potential tenants to a thorough examination before signing the contract.
Each potential tenant was examined on a caseby-case basis, says Ferdinand Rock, head of the
Munich office of Jones Lang LaSalle (JLL). There
were no particular industries of which landlords
held an especially critical view. “Only in the
case of start-ups are landlords generally very
cautious,” he notes. CBRE lettings expert Ape
confirms this observation: “A separate assessment of the respective user is now required so
as to avert possible risks beforehand.” More
difficult than concluding new contracts was
monitoring the credit standing of existing tenants: “This is currently the real challenge,” says
JLL expert Rock. Also with contract extensions,
especially where they were associated with
investments, owners are examining the creditworthiness of their tenants with a similar level
of scrutiny as with new lettings: “Here too the
principle applies that the larger the share of
rental space within the property, the more rigorous the checks.”
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Focus on exchange rates
Property investment outside the eurozone would be impossible without active currency management.
Exchange rate fluctuations between different currencies could jeopardise profits. By Susanne Osadnik

F

or decades, German open-ended real estate funds were only
allowed to invest in Germany, although this was later extended
to the rest of Europe. All geographical restrictions were then
lifted eight years ago. The Fourth Financial Market Promotion Act,
which came into force in 2002, allowed investment vehicles to
exploit opportunities for high-yield property investment worldwide.
Investment management companies have enthusiastically embraced
this new freedom. According to a survey conducted at the start of the
year by the German Investment and Asset Management Association
(BVI), real estate outside the eurozone accounts for 28.9 per cent of
property assets belonging to German open-ended real estate funds,
representing a total value of €91.1 billion.
Broad diversification gives investors significant advantages:
“Investment managers use diversification to help reduce investment risk and boost returns for their clients,” says Kai Mende, Head
of Corporate Finance Germany at real estate services company Jones
Lang LaSalle. “The rationale is that while individual national property
markets may experience a temporary downturn, markets in other parts
of the world will be booming.” However, there is one key feature of

investing outside the eurozone: the investment itself and all the payment flows, such as rent and subsequent sale proceeds, will be in the
local currency, rather than in euros. “Since exchange rates between
different currencies can fluctuate significantly, fund companies need
to hedge income from other currency zones in order to shield their
investors from exchange rate changes,” explains Dirk Richolt, financing expert at property consultancy CB Richard Ellis.

Hedging costs and hedging income

German law gives open-ended real estate funds two options here.
“They can reduce currency risk from foreign investments by financing part of the property purchase price via a loan in the foreign currency,” says BVI spokesperson Andreas Fink. Only the remaining portion of the purchase price is then changed from euros held by the
fund into the other currency. Fink explains the advantages based on
the example of a property in the USA: “If the fund receives rental
payments in US dollars, it can easily use that to pay interest on the
loan and make repayments in US dollars.” With a euro-denominated
loan, the situation would be different – the financing costs to be

borne by the fund would rise immediately if the greenback gained
against the single European currency.
In order to protect rental income which exceeds the financing
costs, funds are also allowed to engage in forward exchange contracts,
adds Fink. “Forwards” involve fixing the exchange rate at which rental
income and subsequent proceeds from selling the property are converted from the relevant currency into euros. The fund company thus
sells a specific amount of foreign currency in return for euros at agreed
dates. The costs incurred are a function of the interest rate spread
between the two currencies. In fact, this kind of contract can actually generate income in favourable circumstances. Martin Leinemann,
Head of Finance & Investments at Union Investment Real Estate GmbH:
“Hedging transactions can deliver a profit.”

The interbank lending rate is crucial

This is currently the case with Japanese property, for example. The
interbank lending rate in Japan (six-month Libor) is around 0.44
per cent. In the eurozone, on the other hand, the equivalent rate
is 0.97 per cent. “As a result, Union Investment can currently earn
over 0.5 per cent for its investors when buying yen to hedge fund
income from Japan,” says Leinemann. “We therefore talk in this case
of hedging income and not hedging costs.” There is barely any difference between the interbank lending rate in the eurozone and the
GBP area in historical terms.
Sometimes hedging costs are incurred and sometimes the fund
companies make a profit. “At the moment, it looks as if interest rates
and thus hedging costs will rise faster in the USA than in the UK,”
comments Leinemann. When it comes to investing in real estate in
Australia, where the interbank rate has been higher than in the eurozone for many years, things are very different. The rate currently stands
at 5.6 per cent. “A hedging transaction down under would result in
costs of around 4.7 per cent a year,” explains Leinemann. That would
eat up a significant part of the property yield. Leinemann: “Accordingly,
the currency issue has always been a deal breaker for us as far as
investing on the fifth continent is concerned.”
In contrast, some initiators of German closed-ended property
funds have launched investment models featuring Australian real
estate in recent years, but typically without hedging the currency
risk. “Investors are left facing the risk instead,” says Munich-based
investor protection lawyer Peter Mattil. The funds are set up in the
local currency. Private investors have to change euros into Australian
dollars in order to invest in the fund and also receive annual distributions and the final payment in AUD. Mattil: “If the Australian
dollar depreciates against the euro during the term of these closed-

Exchange rates fluctuate considerably
Fluctuation against the euro, indexed, 1.1.2009 = 100
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Property investors can hedge against exchange rate fluctuation.
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The key hedging instruments
•	Forward exchange contract: The classic form of hedging

against currency risk. With a forward exchange contract, the
bank agrees to provide or purchase a fixed amount of foreign
currency at a later date at an exchange rate specified when
the transaction is concluded. Every trading date is possible as
a value date. Terms of up to twelve months are customary but
longer terms are possible.

• Currency option: Rarely used by open-ended real estate funds

owing to the long holding period of property investment. The
purchaser acquires the right (not the obligation) to buy or sell
an amount of currency at a fixed rate, for which an option
premium must be paid.

ended property funds, it’s the investors who have to deal with the
consequences.”
Closed-ended property funds are permitted to operate in this way
because they constitute commercial investments which to date have
barely been regulated under German law. Open-ended real estate
funds, on the other hand, are subject to strict investor protection
requirements as set out in the Investment Act because such funds
are used by millions of private investors for long-term saving and to
provide for their old age. At least 70 per cent of fund assets must be
hedged against exchange rate fluctuation. Compliance is constantly
monitored both internally and by the custodian bank. “In practice,
hedging rates for our real estate funds are actually much higher than
required by law so as not to jeopardise the long-term return from
property investment,” stresses financing expert Leinemann. Exchange
rate fluctuation affects the unit price of open-ended real estate funds
because the valuation of currency hedging deals is reflected in the
daily price calculation process. These valuations change depending on
whether a currency moves up or down. “Currency hedging doesn’t
completely eliminate the impact of currency movements, but it does
have a smoothing effect over time,” says Leinemann.

Investment in Chile is a special case

Investment in Chile is a special case in this context. In addition to
the peso, Chile uses another unit of account, the Unidad de Fomento
(UF), which was introduced by the Chilean government in 1967 in
order to obtain international development loans. At the time the
country was suffering from very high inflation rates that made potential investors wary of seeing the value of their loans eroded. The UF
effectively solved this problem – its exchange rate against the peso
has been adjusted by the Chilean central bank ever since to reflect
inflation. Chile has long overcome its era of runaway inflation, but
leases and secured loans in the public and private sector are still
agreed in UF because it offers investors the best protection against
inflation. Investors in the UniImmo: Global fund, whose holdings in
Chile include the Birmann 24 office tower, also benefit from this
feature. The loans taken out to pay part of the purchase price were
denominated in UF, meaning there is no currency risk for investors
with regard to this amount. No matter how high the local level of
inflation, monthly rental payments are adjusted by converting them
using the rate set by the central bank.
$
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Julius Shulman’s night-time photograph “Case Study House
No. 22” high over Los Angeles is an icon of architectural photo
graphy. A good 45 years later Adam Mørk photographed the
Theatre Royal in Copenhagen (right), setting modern standards.

Steel and concrete models
When it comes to preparing a building for a shot, architectural photographers leave nothing to chance.
If the best are behind the camera, the results are works of art. By Anette Kiefer

A

building as the star of the photograph. When cameras were not yet
digital and film material still expensive, good photographers often
sat in waiting for days outside a building, observing the course of the
sun, the interplay of shadows on the façade and the effect of dawn
and dusk. Only then did they turn up with the camera and take a
handful of photos. Once the pictures were developed they found out
whether the hunt had been successful.

Architecture defines the visual language

Nowadays the on-site work makes up almost the smallest part of the
job. Digital reworking and web-based preparation have now become
almost as important: “Ideally you should check the weather forecast
on the internet a few days before the job and also view the immediate surrounding area on satellite shots,” says the Berlin architect
Adrian Schulz, who has been working chiefly as an architectural
photographer for several years. “Then you can see the built-up area
in which the house has to be photographed, the position of the sun
during the day and at what time the light is especially favourable,”
he adds.
A new-build or an existing building, Spanish or German architecture: it makes little difference with the final product nowadays,
says Markus Elter of the architectural photography database Fabpics.
“Europe has moved closer together in this respect. Only if you go
to another continent will you find a different visual language in the
images. In the Middle East and in many Arab countries photography §

Photos: Julius Shulman/J. Paul Getty Trust; Adam Mørk

man in a white dinner jacket looks out from the brightly lit
lounge of his glass bungalow, which seems to glide over nighttime Los Angeles – the photograph, entitled “Case Study House
No. 22” and dating back to 1958, is now regarded as the epitome
of architectural photography. Its creator Julius Shulman, one of the
superstars of his craft, continues to shape with his photos our image
of the American Dream of the 1950s and 1960s.
Depicting a building in the way that its designer would have
wanted: that is the main aim of architectural photography. A good
photographer translates the three-dimensional vision of the architect
into a two-dimensional image, which retains the character of the
original and in the best examples develops a beauty all of its own.
“My work is comparable with that of a musician who has the score
in front of him and from that has to bring to life the music as best he
can,” once said Ezra Stoller, who became famous with his black and
white photography of the 1950s and 1960s, adding: “I cannot make
a bad building good but I can bring the best out of a strong building.”
In his honour the industry even coined the verb “to stollerize”: major
projects, such as New York’s Guggenheim Museum built in 1959,
were viewed as complete only when they had been captured by the
famous photographer’s lens and thus “stollerized”.
A good deal of preparatory staging is often required. Electricity
masts spoiling the view, ugly neighbouring buildings or a busy main
street are best left out through a skilfully chosen shot angle, an
advantageous edit or a longer exposure time. That just leaves the
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Two shots of New
York by Andreas
Feininger, an old
master of architectural photography:
the Brooklyn Bridge
– 1948 still in black
and white – and the
“Seagram Building”
in colour by Ludwig
Mies van der Rohe
(above right).

Paul Strand’s pictures tell a story. That also applies to his famous “Wall Street” photograph of 1915 (above left).
Ezra Stoller’s photos showcase architecture – such as the Guggenheim Museum in New York (below left).

is different, reflecting the distinctive architecture: more playful, with
a bolder approach to kitsch.” Or in Asia, where the slogan is “ever
higher, ever more spectacular”.
Thanks to digital technology architectural photography is no
longer the preserve of passionate and inspired architectural photographers. Even small cameras can often produce amazing shots and
with the right weather conditions and some luck, sometimes remarkably good photos are achieved even by the amateur. The experts are
not always happy about this: “Through digital cameras architectural
photography has become more random – that is the main problem,”
says Markus Elter. “The market is being flooded because everyone
wants to have a go and then posts their images on the web. You

For that reason, the view persisted for many decades that this
was the purest form of architectural photography: buildings came into
their own properly only if the eye of the beholder was not distracted
by people or animals on the image.
Yet this has now changed. The current trend is towards images
with people, says Adrian Schulz, adding that it was actually counterproductive always to remove people from architectural photos. “Every
building is after all built specifically for them. With a museum it is, for
example, a good opportunity to record the visitor flows in the picture
through a long exposure time.” A child outside an apartment block,
carrying a balloon, or stockbrokers in a hurry against the background
of the imposing towers of a financial high-rise in Manhattan – as on
Paul Strand’s ground-breaking photograph “Wall Street” of 1915 –
can tell their own story.
And each of these stories helps not only the buildings themselves
but also their two-dimensional images to become works of art which
stand the test of time. The famous architect Frank Lloyd Wright,
whose most renowned buildings include the Guggenheim Museum in
New York, admitted for example that he had understood only through
Julius Shulman’s work what architectural photography really meant.
And Wright’s friend and colleague Richard Neutra said of Shulman’s
photography: “His work will outlive mine – because film is stronger
than brute concrete and stainless steel.”
$

“The current trend is towards
architectural photos which also
feature people. It is actually
counterproductive not to show
them. Every building is after all
built specifically for them.”
Adrian Schulz, architect and
architectural photographer
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therefore have to look a lot longer to find really good pictures and
photographers who supply work of uniformly high quality,” he adds.
This trend also has some disadvantages for the photographers, says
Daniel Fuchs of the Hamburg-based photographic agency Artur
Images: “The professionals have to keep their equipment continually
up to date to remain competitive – that costs a lot over time.” The
wealth of pictures also means that there are few real superstars left
among architectural photographers. If you ask in the industry after
role models and icons, the names given are usually of the old masters
such as Shulman and Andreas Feininger, who shot his first photos
back in the 1920s in Hamburg.
The most well-known names today include, for example, Adam
Mørk, Thomas Ruff and Candida Höfer, who specialises in interior
shots and sells her photographs at the Art Cologne fair for five-figure
amounts.

Digital technology is no measure of quality

Yet the views on how a good architectural photo should look are
divided. The issue of whether or not people should be shown on the
shots also arouses controversy among the professionals. In the early
years of photography, meaning in the 19th century, photographs of
architecture excluded people without exception – because with the
technology of the time it was not possible to photograph movement.

Photos: Adam Mørk; private; Paul Strand; Ezra Stoller/Esto; Andreas Feininger; Andreas Feininger/Gettyimages

Waiting for the perfect light: Adam Mørk prepares to shoot Bilbao’s new landmark, the Guggenheim Museum, in 2007.
The Dane is one of the most sought-after architectural photographers. His website is worth a visit: www.adammork.dk.

Recommended books and websites
• Joseph Rosa: A Constructed View. The Architectural Photography

of Julius Shulman. With an Essay by Esther McCoy, Rizzoli, 2008.
A comprehensive overview of the work of the greatest
architectural photographer of the 20th century.

• Pierluigi Serraino: Julius Shulman – Modernism Rediscovered.

Taschen, 2000. Pays homage to Julius Shulman as well as
California Modernism in all its forms and brings together nearly
250 forgotten masterpieces.

• Norman McGrath: Architectural Photography – Professional

Techniques for Shooting Interior and Exterior Spaces. Amphoto
Books, 2009. The definitive guide to achieving artistic and
commercial success in modern architectural photography.

• Smashing Apps: http://bit.ly/zSO3p

Scroll down to see 50 breathtaking examples of architectural
photography at its best.
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Hong Kong is among the world’s
most important property markets.

Property capital invested worldwide climbs five percent

The confidence of European investors in property markets has stabilised

GLOBAL MARKETS The crisis-induced decline

interesting investment opportunities over the

INVESTMENT CLIMATE Following the great

six months, is reaching precisely the level of

investor confidence in the development of the

in global property values has stopped. By the

coming months, according to the study. Of

shockwaves of the financial and economic

autumn 2009 (see chart). The upward trend is

home market, explains Olaf Janssen, Head

end of 2010 the commercial property assets

172 property markets worldwide, 151 have

crisis, Europe’s property investment markets

being supported especially by the optimistic

of Property Research at Union Investment.

held by investors will have increased on 2009

reached what is called their fair value.

are back on the right track. The underlying

expectations of German investors. In Paris and

French investors are showing similar optimism

by some five percent to US$11.4 billion, pre-

According to DTZ, this is reached when the

conditions for property investment stabilised

London the index is stagnating at a high level.

in the development of their home market.

dicts the international property consultancy

initial yield in combination with rental growth

again during the first six months of the year,

The catch-up movement in Germany reflected

British property investors are more scepti-

DTZ in its “Money into Property” study. The

and increase in value lie above the interest

especially in Germany, but also in France and

growth engine was China, which is set to

paid on government bonds plus the re-

the UK. At the same time, the increased pro-

overtake Japan and the UK by the end of

spective risk premium. Last year, only 20

pensity to invest in Europe compared with the

2011, rising to the position of second-largest

percent of global markets had reached this

second half of 2009 is offering the prospect

property market after the USA. In Europe,

fair value. The situation on credit markets

of significantly higher transaction volumes

encouraging momentum is expected to come

is also easing: two thirds of the lenders

from the UK, where in 2010 the value of

questioned in the DTZ survey expect the

property capital is likely to rise by 8 percent

volume of new lendings to rise in 2010

compared with 2009, twice as much as the

and 2011.

European average. Investors will encounter

www.dtz.com

investment professionals in Germany, France

YIELDS Prices for European top category

Real Estate, at about five percent in

CORPORATE REAL ESTATE The financial crisis

office properties are set to rise only

Germany, France, the UK and Italy, rising

has greatly changed the way in which globally

slightly this year, with rents recovering

to six percent in Spain. During the first

operating companies deal with their own and

only in 2011. These are the findings of a

half of 2010 investors were becoming

leased properties. This is borne out by a study

study by the London asset management

more confident, the researchers note.

conducted by the US Georgia State University

company Henderson Global Investors. The

Commercial rents had almost reached

and Aalto University. In the survey, commission-

net initial yields of top properties will

their lowest point and in some markets

ed by CoreNet Global, the worldwide associa-

therefore stabilise at the current level,

had even bottomed out.

tion of corporate real estate managers, 271

which lie, according to BNP Paribas

www.henderson.com/property

of property professionals seeking to invest

0

more in 2010 than in 2009. The most impor-

in its latest investment climate survey. The

–4

tant motive for investment (46 percent) is the

market research institute Ipsos questioned 185

–8

yield aspect. “Investors are willing to take

ty and effectiveness of employees and increas-

CORPORATE MANAGEMENT First the

ing space flexibility were ranked second and

good news: sustainability is seen at an

third. For larger companies the issues of sus-

increasing number of companies as making

tainability, environmental protection and user

a contribution to stability and safeguarding

comfort are also of great importance – although

their own future viability. The bad news: on

even here the emphasis is on their contribu-

average companies are still far from their

tion to profitability. Striking the right balance

goal of achieving sustainable corporate

Energy suppliers

between cost reduction and the creation of a

management. This is the key finding of the

Pharmaceuticals

motivating working environment was not al-

2010 Corporate Responsibility Review, an

Private banks

ways easy for corporate real estate managers,

annual study published by the Munich-based

according to the study’s authors. However, they

market research institute Oekom Research.

expect long-term expansion plans to become

The shortcomings are especially serious with

more important again in the near future.

property companies: of 100 possible points

www.corenetglobal.org

the industry scores a mere 25 (see chart).
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Source: Oekom Research, 2010
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2006

2nd 1st

2nd 1st

2007 2008* 2009* 2010*

*Survey conducted in spring (1st) and autumn (2nd) of each year
Source: Union Investment, investment climate survey, June 2010

yields, a further indication of the sustained
revival in investment markets,“ says Janssen.
www.union-investment.com/realestate

Shopping centres in England
achieve the highest rents

Investment Real Estate GmbH. Within the Management Board

RETAIL TRADE A study by property consultants

the 46-year-old graduate in business administration is responsible

Jones Lang LaSalle in cooperation with inter-

for Fund Management and Finance and Participations. Noack has

national shopping centre operators shows for

been working for Union Investment since 1996, most recently

the first time the range of rents across Europe’s

as Head of the Fund Management department. The four-strong

shopping centres and gives the prospects for

management team also comprises Reinhard Kutscher (chair),

their development up to the end of 2010

Frank Billand and Karl-Joseph Hermanns-Engel.

(see chart). The researchers see the highest

www.union-investment.com/realestate

growth potential in Russia and Finland, whereas falling rents are forecast in Spain, Ireland,

Automotive

Foodstuffs

2005

1st

appointed Deputy Member of the Management Board of Union

Household products

Steel and mining

more risks again in order to achieve higher

–12

union investment As of 1 July 2010 Volker Noack was

Considerable ground to make up
Average assessment of sustainability
performance of companies per industry
(0 = very poor, 100 = very good)

the willingness to invest has grown significantly in all three countries, with 63 percent

Volker Noack new member of management team

50

60

Photos: Depoilly/Alpaca/Andia.fr; Union Investment

property-related costs. Improving the productivi-

Wide gulf between
wish and reality

was that top priority is being given to reducing

8

in the UK in the short term. Nevertheless,

conclusion being drawn by Union Investment

tudes of Europe’s property professionals every

global companies were questioned about their
current property strategy. The principal finding

UK

climate for property investment will improve

for 2010 than in the previous year. This is the

which gauges the expectations and atti-

Property income starting to stabilise in Europe

France

Germany

cal: only 34 percent of them believe that the

4

and the UK. The investment climate survey,

Companies seeking to
reduce their building costs

Upward trend continuing in Germany
Investment Climate Index: change in percent

Sales of non-performing properties rise sharply

Romania and Hungary.

TRANSACTIONS The Royal Institution of

adjust their balance sheets, especially in

Chartered Surveyors is observing an increase

Western Europe. By the end of 2010, the

European comparison
Top shopping centre rents* in Europe in
€/m²/year and six-month trend

in transactions involving distressed properties.

number of transactions in distressed prop-

UK

This applies to the USA, Ireland, Switzerland,

erties would rise in 19 of the 25 countries

France

Italy, Hungary and Portugal. In Russia and

studied, forecasts the international association

1,900
1,700

Russia

France markets have recovered, with sales

of property experts. The highest increase is

Belgium

of distressed properties in decline. The

predicted for the USA and Ireland, follow-

Netherlands

problem of owners no longer being able to

ed by Scandinavia, New Zealand and Hungary.

service loans would persist for the foresee-

Encouraging news is coming from Hong Kong,

able future, says the study, even when capital

China, Australia and India, where a fall is

values have recovered. This is because an in-

anticipated.

creasing number of banks are starting to

www.rics.org

1,500

Germany
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* Net rents for the re-letting of 200 m² of standard shop space
at a prime location
Source: Jones Lang LaSalle, June 2010
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“Horizon Plaza”,
Warsaw

Sustainable property investments to be honoured at Expo Real in Munich

“Mountain Dwellings”, Copenhagen:
a Prime Property Award candidate.

prime property award We will have to wait

awards for the most environmentally, socially

until 5 October 2010 to find out the winners

and economically sustainable new-builds,

of this year’s Prime Property Award. The setting

refurbishments and redevelopments of existing

for the event will be provided as in previous

properties.

years by Union Investment’s Sustainable

Of these, the international jury consisting

Investment Conference with its line-up of

of investors, urban planners, engineers and

high-ranking participants at the international

architects selected around 30 projects for the

commercial property fair Expo Real in Munich.

second stage of the competition. 18 pro-

Lee R. Utke, Head of Corporate Real Estate

jects have made it to the shortlist, from which

with the US global group Whirlpool, and

the prize-winners will be chosen. The award,

Rainer Kohns, Head of the Sustainability

which is being offered for the second time

department at Siemens Real Estate, have been

by the Hamburg-based real estate investment

secured as keynote speakers. International

company, is worth €30,000.

property investors have applied through 143

www.prime-property-award.com

projects from 19 European countries for the

www.sustainable-realestate-investments.com

Asia sets design trends

Photos: Jens Markus Lindhe, A.Klett Verlag;
IVG; Union Investment (2)

REMI at EBS engaging in carbon-neutral research
CLIMATE PROTECTION The Real Estate Manage-

footprint on the basis of the guidelines of the

BOOK TIP A luxury hotel in

ment Institute (REMI) at the European Business

Greenhouse Gas Protocol. The level of emis-

Cambodia, an environmen-

School (EBS) in Wiesbaden has become since

sions was considerable: the institute produces

tally sustainable safari lodge

this summer one of the first research insti-

more than 61 tonnes of the climate-damaging

in the Thai primeval forest,

tutes in Germany to engage in carbon-neutral

gas per year. For comparison purposes, about

the flagship store of Belgian
fashion designer Ann

research and teaching. The idea behind this

80 mature beech trees are needed to absorb

arose at the Aareal-sponsored Chair for Real

one tonne of carbon dioxide per year – which

Demeulemeester in Seoul: these and 164 other

Estate Investment and Financing. The required

means around 4,900 beech trees to compensate

exciting architectural highlights in the boom

consumption data was collected and sent to

for the institute’s CO₂ emissions. REMI offsets its

continent Asia are featured and described in this

Climate Partner Deutschland. The Munich-based

greenhouse gas emissions through the purchase

fascinating volume of photographs.

company, which advises companies, NGOs and

of certificates, the proceeds from which flow into

Arne Alexander Klett, Karen Ballmann:

associations on climate protection issues and

the promotion of climate protection measures.

Asian Design Destinations: From the

sustainability, calculated the institute’s carbon

www.rem-institute.org; www.climatepartner.de

Middle East to the Far East, 2010
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The award-winning
office building in
Warsaw, purchased
in 2010, is the second
Polish property
in the UniImmo:
Global portfolio.
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The property named
after its location in
Alexanderplatz is one
of Berlin’s most popular
shopping centres
and was acquired
for the UniImmo:
Deutschland portfolio
in February 2010.

For everyone who believes
sustainable investment is the future.
Property investors and users in dialogue at the
Sustainable Investment Conference.
Visit the Sustainable Investment Conference at EXPO REAL, featuring high-calibre experts.
Representatives from companies including Whirlpool Corporation, Siemens Real Estate, TNT
Real Estate, Fabege, Hammerson, Prupim and CB Richard Ellis will discuss how investors
and users can benefit from going green. A further highlight is the awards ceremony for
the 2010 Prime Property Award, which recognises investors who have implemented
exemplary sustainable real estate projects in Europe.
5 October 2010, 10.30 a.m. – 1.30 p.m.
EXPO REAL, Planning & Partnerships Forum, Hall A2
For more details please visit
www.union-investment.com/realestate
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